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Abstract
This document is used to demonstrate how to configure CIAT, Continuous Integration and
Automated Test, on AGL-JTA. Following this article, AGL-JTA is available to be used to verify the
quality of the newly uploaded patch set on AGL's gerrit.

1.

Introduction
This article can be divided into several parts:
1) hardware environment (Section 2)
2) the work flow of CIAT (Section 3)
3) configurations for CIAT (Section 4-7)
4) usage of CIAT (Section 8)
If you only want to know how to set up and use CIAT, follow the contents in section 4-8.
Here are the explanations of some terms used in this article.
Term

2.

Explanation

compile server

The server is used to build AGL's source code into image.

TFTP/NFS server

The server is used to boot porter.
Porter will load kernel and DTB file from TFTP server and load
rootfs from NFS server.

image

Image includes kernel, DTB file and rootfs.

uImage

The kernel file

rootfs

Root file system

gerrit

AGL's gerrit server

AGL-JTA container

The docker container with AGL-JTA installed in it
Following the instructions in README and docs/jta-docs.pdf, an
AGL-JTA container will be created and started.

Hardware Environment
Here are the requirements for network connection:
1) Compile server should be connected with the Internet.
2) Porter should be connected with TFTP/NFS server.
3) AGL-JTA should be connected with all of the other parts, porter, compile server,
TFTP/NFS server and the Internet.
The following graph shows the recommended hardware environment.
In this environment, all of them are on the same network segment. It means they are all
connected.
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To make this article easier to be understood, the ip addresses of server/device are assumed
to be like below:
 AGL-JTA: 192.168.30.234
 compile server: 192.168.30.70
 TFTP/NFS server: 192.168.30.221
 Porter: 192.168.30.64
(Optional) Compile server and TFTP/NFS server can be the same machine. And AGL-JTA
container can be established on the same machine as well.
3.

Work Flow
The following graph shows the work flow of AGL-JTA's CIAT:
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Gerrit Trigger, a plugin of Jenkins, is used to trigger the task, CIAT.test, when a patch set
is uploaded to gerrit.
2) CIAT.test will firstly call CIAT.build_deploy to build and deploy an image:
a)
Build an image based on the newly uploaded patch set.
b)
Deploy the newly built image to porter.

c)
3)

Reboot porter with the newly built image.
After the porter rebooted with the newly built image, CIAT.test will run specified test
cases on porter.

The remaining of this article will indicate how to do configuration in order to set up CIAT
environment for AGL.
4.

Configuration of TFTP/NFS server
In this environment, porter will boot with kernel, DTB file from TFTP server and rootfs from
NFS server. So we need to set up TFTP/NFS server as the following steps.
Note:
 In this article, a Debian system, like wheezy, is used to set up TFTP/NFS server.
 $AGL_TOP is supposed to be the place where AGL's source code (recipes) are placed
and AGL image is built. Then $AGL_TOP/build/tmp/deploy/images/porter is the place
where porter's image is placed.
1)

Set up a TFTP server.
a)
Install necessary packages.
$ sudo apt-get install tftp tftpd-hpa
b)

Go to the build directory and copy kernel and DTB file into the directory for TFTP
server (default directory for TFTP server is /srv/tftp).
$ cd $AGL_TOP/build/tmp/deploy/images/porter
$ sudo mkdir –p /srv/tftp/0000-00-00_00-00-00/
$ sudo cp uImage uImage-r8a7791-porter.dtb
/srv/tftp/0000-00-00_00-00-00/
c)
Verify TFTP server is working.
$ cd /tmp
$ ls uImage
ls: cannot access uImage: No such file or directory
$ tftp 192.168.30.221
tftp> get 0000-00-00_00-00-00/uImage
Received 3166196 bytes in 0.2 seconds
tftp> q
$ ls uImage
uImage
2)

Set up a NFS server.
a)
Install necessary packages.
$ sudo apt-get install nfs-kernel-server nfs-common
b)

Go to the build directory, and extract the rootfs into the dedicated directory for

NFS server (dedicated directory for NFS server is /nfs).
$ cd $AGL_TOP/build/tmp/deploy/images/porter
$ sudo mkdir -p /nfs/0000-00-00_00-00-00/
$ sudo tar --extract --numeric-owner --preserve-permissions
--preserve-order --totals --directory=/nfs/0000-00-00_00-00-00
--file=agl-demo-platform-porter.tar.bz2
c)
Edit /etc/exports and restart NFS service.
$ echo '/nfs
*(rw,no_subtree_check,sync,no_root_squash,no_all_squash)' >>
/etc/exports
$ service nfs-kernel-server restart
d)
Verify NFS server is working.
$ sudo mount -t nfs 192.168.30.221:/nfs /mnt
$ ls /mnt/0000-00-00_00-00-00
bin boot dev etc home lib media mnt proc run sbin sys
tmp usr var
3) Set boot_num file.
$ echo 'boot_num=0000-00-00_00-00-00' > /srv/tftp/boot_num
The content of "boot_num" file will be used by U-Boot of porter to find the path of kernel,
DTB file and rootfs. Please check section 5 for more detailed information about the
"boot_num".
5.

Configuration of Porter (U-Boot)
Porter is supposed to be booted with kernel and DTB file from TFTP server, and with rootfs
from NFS server. The U-Boot environment variables should be set like below:
1) set up ip addresses for porter and TFTP/NFS server
=> setenv ipaddr '192.168.30.64'
=> setenv serverip '192.168.30.221'
=> setenv netmask '255.255.255.0'
2)

set up "set_path" command which is used to get path for kernel, DTB file and rootfs
"boot_num" under TFTP server will be read to get the exact path of kernel, DTB file and
rootfs.
=> setenv set_path 'tftp 48000000 boot_num;env import -t 48000000
29;setenv kernel_path ${boot_num}/uImage;set dtb_path
${boot_num}/uImage-r8a7791-porter.dtb;setenv rootfs_path
/nfs/${boot_num}'
3) set up "set_bootargs" command which is used to set up "bootargs"
=> setenv bootargs_console 'console=ttySC6,38400'
=> setenv bootargs_video 'vmalloc=384M

video=HDMI-A-1:1024x768-32@60'
=> setenv set_bootargs 'setenv bootargs ${bootargs_console}
${bootargs_video} ip=${ipaddr} root=/dev/nfs
nfsroot=${serverip}:${rootfs_path},vers=3'
4) set up "bootcmd" command and save environment variables
=> setenv bootcmd_net 'tftp 0x40007fc0 ${kernel_path};tftp
0x40f00000 ${dtb_path};bootm 0x40007fc0 - 0x40f00000'
=> setenv bootcmd 'run set_path;run set_bootargs;run bootcmd_net'
=> saveenv
After the above setting, the environment variables should be like below:
=> print
baudrate=38400
bootargs_console=console=ttySC6,38400
bootargs_video=vmalloc=384M video=HDMI-A-1:1024x768-32@60
bootcmd=run set_path;run set_bootargs;run bootcmd_net
bootcmd_net=tftp 0x40007fc0 ${kernel_path};tftp 0x40f00000
${dtb_path};bootm 0x40007fc0 - 0x40f00000
bootdelay=3
bootm_low=0x40e00000
bootm_size=0x100000
ethact=sh_eth
ethaddr=2e:09:0a:00:88:37
ipaddr=192.168.30.64
netmask=255.255.255.0
serverip=192.168.30.221
set_bootargs=setenv bootargs ${bootargs_console}
${bootargs_video} ip=${ipaddr} root=/dev/nfs
nfsroot=${serverip}:${rootfs_path},vers=3
set_path=tftp 48000000 boot_num;env import -t 48000000 29;setenv
kernel_path ${boot_num}/uImage;set dtb_path
${boot_num}/uImage-r8a7791-porter.dtb;setenv rootfs_path
/nfs/${boot_num}
stderr=serial
stdin=serial
stdout=serial
ver=U-Boot 2013.01.01-gc4d5d6e (Nov 13 2014 - 17:21:53)
Environment size: 880/262140 bytes
With the above U-Boot environment, porter should be booted with the kernel and DTB file
under TFTP server's "/srv/tftp/0000-00-00_00-00-00/", and with the rootfs under NFS
server's "/nfs/0000-00-00_00-00-00".

6.

Configuration of AGL-JTA (gerrit trigger)
After following the instructions in README and docs/jta-docs.pdf to start the AGL-JTA
container, we need some configuration to make gerrit trigger work:
1) Generate authentication key for connecting AGL-JTA with gerrit.
a)
Log in to the AGL-JTA container with the user, jenkins.
# jta-host-scripts/docker-start-container.sh
...
root@debian:/home/jenkins# su jenkins
jenkins@debian:/home/jenkins$
b)
Generate an authentication key.
jenkins@debian:/home/jenkins$ssh-keygen -t rsa -C "AGL-JTA"
Generating public/private rsa key pair.
Enter file in which to save the key (/var/lib/jenkins/.ssh/id_rsa):
Created directory '/var/lib/jenkins/.ssh'.
Enter passphrase (empty for no passphrase):
Enter same passphrase again:
Your identification has been saved in
/var/lib/jenkins/.ssh/id_rsa.
Your public key has been saved in
/var/lib/jenkins/.ssh/id_rsa.pub.
The key fingerprint is:
68:11:bc:9b:86:76:19:6c:b4:ed:f6:b1:46:97:0c:ea AGL-JTA
The key's randomart image is:
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jenkins@debian:/home/jenkins$ cat ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub
...
2)

Create trigger account.
a)
Follow the "Register for Accounts" section on the following website to create an
account.
https://wiki.automotivelinux.org/start/getting-started#register_for_accounts

b)

Log in to the gerrit with the new account and add the public key.
Click the account name, like "CIAT AGL-JTA" here, and then click "Settings".

Click "SSH Public Keys".

Click "Add Key ...".

Copy the contents of /var/lib/jenkins/.ssh/id_rsa.pub in AGL-JTA container into the
blank box and Click "Add".

c)

3)

(Optional) Ask Jan-Simon Moeller (jsmoeller@linuxfoundation.org) to add the new
account into "Non-Interactive Users" group.
Without this step, AGL-JTA can only be triggered manually. See Section 8 for more
details about manual trigger.
Connect AGL-JTA with gerrit.
Click "Gerrit Trigger" in the "Manage Jenkins"

Fill the information about gerrit server like the graph below and then click "Test
Connection" to verify the connection. "Success" should be showed, if the gerrit is
connected.
Note: the "username" should be the new account created in the above part, "2) Create
trigger account".

Click "Save" and then click "Restart" at the bottom of the page.

4)

Add trigger to CIAT.test.
Click "AGL.CIAT" view and click "CIAT.test".

Click "Configure Test".

Move to "Test Run Triggers" part. "Gerrit event" should be checked.

Add "Patchset Created" and "Draft Published" to "Trigger on".
Add 3 "Gerrit Project": "AGL/meta-agl", "AGL/meta-agl-demo" and
"AGL/meta-renesas".
The "Branch" should be "*" with the type "Path" in order to make CIAT.test be triggered
by changes on all branches.
At the end, click "Save".

7.

Configuration of AGL-JTA (board configuration file)
"userdata/conf/boards/porter.board" is added with some variables to make CIAT work. The
newly added variables should be like below.
If any of variables below is changed, restart jenkins with the command, "service jenkins
restart", to make it work.
inherit "base-board"
include "base-params"
IPADDR="192.168.30.64"
SSH_PORT="22"
...
# configuration for CIAT
# the task used to get image, deploy it and restart the board. Now,
only
# CIAT.build_deploy is available now
CIAT_DEPLOY="CIAT.build_deploy"
# testcases of CIAT, use *space* to separate test cases
CIAT_TEST="CIAT.my1 CIAT.my2"
# configuration for building images
BUILD_SERVERIP="192.168.30.70"
BUILD_USER="vince"
BUILD_PASSWORD="root"
BUILD_PATH="/compile/agl-demo/CIAT"
# the directory for image will be
$BUILD_PATH/repoclone/$IMAGE_PATH/
IMAGE_PATH="build/tmp/deploy/images"
UIMAGE="uImage"
DTB="uImage-r8a7791-porter.dtb"
ROOTFS="agl-demo-platform-porter.tar.bz2"
# configuration for tftp/nfs server
BOOT_SERVERIP="192.168.30.221"
BOOT_PASSWORD="root"
BOOT_TFTP_PATH="/srv/tftp/"
BOOT_NFS_PATH="/nfs/"
BOOT_NUM_FILE="boot_num"
# wait seconds during reboot
REBOOT_WAIT="60"
The following list will show the explanation of the above variables.
Variable

Explanation

8.

IPADDR

The ip address of porter

CIAT_DEPLOY

The task used to get the image of AGL, deploy it and restart porter
CIAT.test will call CIAT_DEPLOY firstly, then CIAT_TEST.

CIAT_TEST

After CIAT_DEPLOY restarting porter with the new image, tasks
specified by CIAT_TEST will be run by CIAT.test.

BUILD_*

1. The ip address, login name and password of the compile server
2. BUILD_PATH specifies the directory used to build the image

IMAGE_PATH
UIMAGE
DTB
ROOTFS

After the build, the path of kernel, DTB file and rootfs should be like
below:
$BUILD_PATH/repoclone/$IMAGE_PATH/porter/$UIMAGE
$BUILD_PATH/repoclone/$IMAGE_PATH/porter/$DTB
$BUILD_PATH/repoclone/$IMAGE_PATH/porter/$ROOTFS

BOOT_*

1. The ip address, root's password of TFTP/NFS server
2. BOOT_TFTP_PATH and BOOT_NFS_PATH specify the directory for
TFTP and NFS server.
3. BOOT_NUM_FILE specify the name of the file which will be used
by U-Boot. Check the description of "boot_num" in
"5.Configuration of Porter (U-Boot)".

REBOOT_WAIT

After the new image being deployed, porter will be rebooted with the
new image. REBOOT_WAIT specifies the seconds that CIAT_DEPLOY will
wait during the reboot of porter.

How to Run CIAT
CIAT test can be triggered manually or automatically:
1) manually
Click "Query and Trigger Gerrit Patches"

Input query string, like "status:open", in "Query String" and then click "Search". The
wanted patch should be showed.

Check the patch that will be tested and click "Trigger Selected".

The CIAT.test should run then.

2)

automatically
Push a patch set to gerrit. CIAT.test will be started automatically

